Change is at the heart of what we do. Our Summer Analysts make real, impactful changes throughout their internship all summer long—even while virtual.

How did the summer internship exceed your expectations?

**Ankur Chadha, Accenture Summer Analyst from University of California:** The summer internship experience was everything I imagined and more.

**Mailk Smith, Accenture Summer Analyst from Penn State University:** There were built-in fun activities all throughout the summer.

**Shannon Biega, Accenture Summer Analyst from West Virginia University:** And while the work here at Accenture excites me, it’s truly the people who stand out.

Can you speak to the learning opportunities at Accenture?

**Scott Dowell, Accenture Summer Analyst from University of Ottawa:** There’s always room for you to grow and learn more, each and every day.

**Ankur Chadha, Accenture Summer Analyst from University of California:** I got to work with XML and HTML on various content management platforms.

**Mailk Smith, Accenture Summer Analyst and student at Penn State University:** Me and other interns learned about Salesforce, a cloud computing service that allows companies and customers to connect in new ways.

But it goes beyond our clients, it’s also about the community.

**Scott Dowell, Accenture Summer Analyst from University of Ottawa:** One community initiative that really stuck out to me the most was Motion Ball, a week-long virtual fundraiser to help raise money for Special Olympians here in Canada.

**Shannon Biega, Accenture Summer Analyst from West Virginia University:** I organized a beach clean up for the Accenture Cleveland Office and a colleague and I collected ten pounds of trash.

Tell us about the culture at Accenture?

**Mailk Smith, Accenture Summer Analyst from Penn State University:** Accenture’s culture is informative, everyone wants to help each other.

**Iris Chien, Accenture Summer Analyst from University of North Caroline at Chapel Hill:** Everyone has been super kind and super helpful in terms of explaining to me what their role is, what their day-to-day looks like.

**Shannon Biega, Accenture Summer Analyst from West Virginia University:** As a female in STEM, I can assure you that the culture here at Accenture is filled with inclusivity, diversity, creativity, etc.

Join us next summer: Accenture.com/Campus